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Step 1: Items needed:
Pool noodle
Scissors, serrated knife or x-acto knife
(have a guardian assist with this part)
Silver duct tape
Black electrical tape
Cutting board

Step 2: Use scissors, serrated knife or X-
ACTO or knife to cut pool noodle in half.

Step 3:  On one end, wrap duct tape around
the pool noodle to create a handle. Using as
many strips as needed. 

Step  4:  Add strips of black electrical tape
to create details. Use three strips at the top
lined up horizontally to go around the
lightsaber.

Step 5:  Place two small strips towards the
bottom of the lightsaber vertically next to
each other with a little space between
them.

Build a Lightsaber
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Step 1: Find the middle of the pool noodle
and wrap with duct tape to create a handle
using as many strips as needed.

Step 2: Cut 4-6 strips of black electrical
tape.

Step 3:  Wrap on both sides horizontally
where the pool noodle meets the duct
tape. Add 2 more horizontal sections in the
middle. 

Build a Double Lightsaber
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Step 1:  Items needed
Gift wrapping roll or paper towel roll
Tissue paper or wrapping paper in the
desired lightsaber color
Foil or duct tape 
Scissors
Tape 

Step 2:  Put a sheet of tissue paper (color of
your choosing for your lightsaber) and line
it up with the wrapping paper or paper
towel roll. Line up the edge.

Step 3:  Tape the paper to the roll and wrap
the rest of the paper tightly around the
wrapping paper roll. Tape the top edge.

Step 4:  Cut a piece of tin foil or use duct
tape to create a handle for the lightsaber
covering up any area not covered in paper.

Step 5: Secure with tape. 

Step 6:  Put tape at top edge of tin foil
where it meets the tissue paper. 

DIY Lightsaber from a gift wrapping roll
or paper towel roll 
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